Only with such a stability we can address the improvement of DFT approximations.
Specified task: Kohn-Sham equations with periodic potential
"Kohn-Sham-equations", a set of non-linear integro-differential equations, to be solved by iteration, intuition, and precise numerics. "Total energy": E[V ext ], can be evaluated from ρ, V Hartree , V xc , and kn .
"LDA", "GGA": particular approximations for E xc [ρ] .
LCLO equations and core-valence transformation
Focus now on the solution ofĤψ = ψ.
Blochs ansatz for his states ψ kn (r), R+s) .
Basis states φ sL = r|RsL : local overlapping orbitals at sites s in the cell at R This yields the matrix eigenvalue problem
.
To reduce the rank of the matrices, basis states are divided into the valence states φ sL v and the core states φ sL c . The latter are defined by R s L c |RsL c = δ cc δ RR δ ss and can be removed from the basis by an exact transformation (A. Ernst, PhD thesis, TU Dresden, 1997). Let
By definition of the core states,
Re-writing the secular equation,
leads to the reduced problemH
This exact transformation allows to keep all electrons in the calculation, while the effort is reduced to the solution of the valence state problem. Problem: incompatibility of φ ν and φ c in the scalar relativistic approximation.
Optimum local basis: strategies to define the φ sL
The ancestor: LCAO Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (Bloch, Slater & Koster, Callaway, ...)
The descendants:
Optimized LCAO (Dresden code, H. Eschrig, 1975 Eschrig, -2000 Optimized minimum local basis, implemented in FPLO-2 (2002) ... FPLO-5 (2005) Adjusted fixed local basis, implemented in DMol (B. Delley, PSI Villingen) and in FPLO-6 (K. Koepernik, IFW Dresden, 2007) Solve the Kohn-Sham equations for a spherical atom (ion) and obtain the density:
Spherical atom (ion) Kohn-Sham potential:
Linear combination of atomic orbitals (Callaway) Optimized minimum local basis
The price of the minimum basis is that the basis orbitals must be well adjusted to the self-consistent potential. Therefore, in a calculation for a solid the basis must be recalculated in every self-consistency cycle.
The chance of this strategy is that an automatic basis optimization (r i ) can be incorporated into the self-consistency cycle by applying a Hellmann-Feynman type approach. (The total energy is optimized with respect to the (r i ).)
This way, a very high accuracy of total energies and densities is achieved (in most cases comparable with FLAPW-WIEN2k). For the first time ever, two independent all-electron schemes provided the same total energies, ∆E/E ≈ 10 −6
. . . 10
, for a number of close-packed structures.
However, the optimization is not suited for the calculations of forces. 
Adjusted fixed basis (FPLO6)
V
(Construction approved in the package DMol; courtesy of Bernhard Delley)
Self-consistent calculation of neutral quasi-atomic states and potential:
Then, an ionic potential is constructed with N = Z − Q, Q = 0 . . . 6 ≤ Z,
α 1 and n 1 may be chosen slightly smaller than α 0 and n 0 . 
Adjusted fixed basis (FPLO6)
Construction of the fixed basis (numerical on an inhomogeneous radial grid) by minimization of dimer and close-package bonding energies with respect to Q. The total energies are shifted by a constant. Thus, a moderate compression of the atomic states has no influence on forces and on calculated geometries.
Dependence of total energies on the optimization charges 4. Performance: why do we need so many k points?
Converge the quantity you wish to calculate with respect to all parameters of the k-space integration. If you once do this, you will avoid smearing techniques for metallic systems forever.
Tetrahedron method: only one convergence parameter.
Examples will be given in the hands-on:
The spin moment of Ni changes by 5%, if you enhance the k-mesh density from 12 The DOS shift is facilitated by a concomitant reduction of the moment and the exchange split.
The large DOS yields a negative compressibility. -cover fee (400 Euro) for academic use -source code is provided and can be modified, but not distributed -citation requested -mailing list (do not hesitate to read the 50 manual pages!)
